
SIGNS YOUR HEALTH-TECH 
COMPANY NEEDS A REBRAND5 

As health-tech companies mature, many find that the ad hoc marketing approach of their early 
days is no longer enough. If your company is encountering any of these common brand-related 
roadblocks, a strategic rebrand could be a powerful catalyst for growth.

Does your company offer the exact same products or services it did when your brand was created?

Has your target audience – and what you know about their priorities – remained the same? 

YOUR COMPANY’S OFFERINGS HAVE EVOLVED1

Does your brand reflect a strategic narrative that can guide communications for the next several years?

In 10 seconds or less, can your employees and customers explain why your company matters? 

Do prospects immediately grasp the value of your offerings, or do they require repeated explanations?

YOUR BRAND PURPOSE ISN’T CLEAR2

When prospects consider your offerings alongside your competitor’s, do they gravitate to your brand?

Does your brand allow them to feel that they are part of something bigger than a set of product features?

Do prospects trust that your company has their best interests at heart?

YOUR BRAND ISN’T RELATABLE3

Best Friend Jack is a health-technology brand agency that helps growth-stage, health-technology companies with their 
strategic narrative, marketing and brand strategy, rebranding and brand refreshes, web design, content, and advertising. 
Our clients are backed by Andreessen Horowitz, Khosla Ventures, Insight Partners, and other notable venture firms. 
 

For a complimentary rebrand-readiness audit, get in touch at hello@bestfriendjack.com

Ask five employees what your key messages are—are their answers consistent?

Do your communications and website feature consistent messages and visual elements?

Does the design quality of your marketing assets match the quality of your company?  

YOUR BRAND IS UNDERMINING YOUR CREDIBILITY4

Is your company clear on its one strong differentiator and how to communicate it?

Does your brand occupy a unique space in the minds of your customers?

If you pitched alongside 10 competitors, would your company be an obvious standout?

YOUR BRAND DOESN’T STAND OUT 5
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